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The of this committee concerns, I understand, the adequacy of the level of
Ask any Antarctic and the will be a no. There is

to do we can currently afford. But I will try to offer a more

ASAC has conducted a thorough evaluation of the Antarctic within a
framework are not open to do new

old may have to

Thus we wish to have more shipdays for in the southern and at the
ocean-ice this must come from in transport costs for ferrying
to the

Thus we want mobility within Antarctica to the science and this
in costs of the bases.

In are bridging and what is is a
old to new not on the output What will be

is for the period so that an effective air transport can be put in
without disrupting the in the which allows for a progressive

of operations. I do not know what the requisite level is but I am
AAD can provide

A concerns the ability of AAD and Antarctic Science to to one-
off opportunities that from the The in is the

Polar Year, actually two years March 2007 to March 2009, This will be a
'time focused Antarctic* on of global These
are for Australia to Antarctic and direct it at are

to Australia but the participation comes with a price teg. TMs can be partly by
2006-2007 and 2009-2010 the IPY projects. But I would

new for a period, of say (the third year for completion of
of data collected) would in a much improved output in of science and in

of international visibility. Again, I am not to say a of
should be for mis, but I would like to the importance of being to

to limited-term projects without disturbing the also important longer-term
studies.

A number of IPY projects are currently being planned by Australian Scientists and the Chief
AAD, will undoubtedly be to brief you on this. What I would like to

is that do not but when they do
AAD and the University sector to work together to work on that are

to Australia's long-term national priorities.

There are a couple of other I wish to
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« Science program; The ASAC evaluation, (I call it ASAC but it is an and
independent assessment) showed that the Antarctic Science carried out in Australia is
of very quality, world leading, and something that Australia as a whole can be
proud of.

• Air transport: The question could be is why, if the program is so successful, do
we air transport. The response would be that the science move on: For

is a shift to mobility within Antarctica. To study the
record shallow ice cores from many localities. To monitor ice

a much network of observations than is currently achieved.
To probe is beneath the ice requires instrumented aircraft rather to

coverage.

« But also, is a diversity of fields in Antarctic Science and
in the diversity (and numbers) of scientists should go down. The ASAC

report the to break away from the traditional projects and for
Antarctic Science to become more interdiscipUnary. This
and lower per project and less 'dead time* when scientists occupy

to be out. The air transport to Antarctica will this
efficiency and the science program.

Finally, I would to very briefly the question of "why do Antarctic Science". I
will only four points briefly:

« Polar does control world climate. The scenario in "The Day After
Tomorrow" is correct in in ice can have on the
thermo-haline circulation of the world's oceans. Antarctica does play an important
role in in sea ice extent in freshwater input do affect the
circulation in the southern ocean and hence the climate and weather of Australia

the of the polar-driven with low-latitude forcing.
A is developing of these but on
a uncertain. Such predictability surely be one of the

requirements for developing a Australia. But this can only
about if (i) we monitor and model the weather and ocean in

and the southern ocean, and (ii) we have a comprehensive understanding of past
with which predictive models can be tested.

« can be developed for the biological components of Antarctic
Science, in particular, concerning biodiversity and in it. In addition
may be a potential for commercial product development Are Antarctic
to the tropical fauna sunscreen developments? Are of

flora and that may provide into preservation of products at low
These are not that I am familiar with but the AAD Chief

Scientist can no doubt develop this point but they include:
(i) work on polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in Antarctic marine TMs is
not yet at commercial stage, but has potential to become so in the longer term.
(ii) w ork on enzymes of freshwater alga to produce TMs has

in a UK patent.



To this I would add, as an example of the unexpected, work, by French on
the whereby King penguins prevent their stomach contents from

during the chick-feeding season. The now-patented compound,
Spheniscin, has high antibacterial and fungicidal properties of commercial

• obligations under the Antarctic treaties and protocols that
Australia has a and respected program. Australia cannot

in policy if its science is not respected. If Australia to
modify policy it can only do it if it has a cast-iron scientific first

» Showcasing Australia's Science. There are not many where
can compete unchallenged by the world's big players. Antarctic Science is
it can. Quantifying the benefits of this is hard to but one is
it international collaboration which leads to a of costs and to to
resources not otherwise available. The recent collaboration with Germany in the
southern Prince Charles Mountains is one of this.

AS AC is a body up of scientists who are not generally known for their Antarctic
Science. they are in own who have also developed the ability to
look beyond own disciplines and to identify what is important for the
community. As such, their endorsement of the Antarctic program, and their recogmtion
it go forward, as an important component of the broader issue of developing a

Australia, cannot be ignored.
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